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lie vied, or contended, with him in ,.h [i.e. that eacloes a child in the womb; syn. 4
acuteness or harpneu or quichnum of intellect; (], TA.) - [Hence also, t The scrotum.)
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cated in the .: or] heAs
( 3) inselling. (A, TA.)
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[More, and most, acute or sharp or
quick, in intellect; clever; ingeious; skilful; quick in inteUdct; more, and modt, sArewd, cleer,
knowing; intelligent: (, A, Mgh, Mqb, l~, TA :) ingenious, skilfid, knowing, or intiget]: (Lth,
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its contr. J~,l: but it has another signification,
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[originally ,,]
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in a proverb, l:
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[But if ye bonged to one who mo generally is L;t1 (A, Mgh, M9b, TA) and i s -"i,
(A, &c. than] a litte female ape or monkey. (TA,
broujhtforth childre acute in intellect, she had 4, TA [in the Clg, erroneously, gf.S]) like
art. S,.)
And in a trad., .;F;1u,DI u-l
brought forth such children; for the acuteness of
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(~, , TA:) hfeigned, or made &c.: (s:) or [acute &c., and] described as being
syn. j,i:
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cleer, ingenious, sAifif,
~ ascribed to
or to; or having the attribute of
a s/hw of, U.: [i.e. acuteneu or tharpns
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A. [A purse;J a eU kno
(TA;) a thing made of pieces of rag wtmed conduct. (TA.) And i " ' It;i
(A) t He
J : see L .
together; (Mb ;) for money, ($, 1], TA,) and
'A-. (TA.)
built an elegant house; syn.
for peari and sapphires: (TA:) [so called]
or ,or
because it comprises them: (V, TA:) [a remark [The dim. L-- b, more properly
inqeniounme,

skiflfns~, knowledge, or intelli-

is much used in the present day as signifying
that seems to indicate a signification of ,t
or some other word from the same root which I t Elegant, pretty, or beautiful.]
do not find elsewhere pointed out: but the more
probable derivation is from the Persian - c':]
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and
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that which is tied up, of leather, and of pieces
it: | places.
of rag, is not called thus, but is called 40.:
Ta proper name for Per.fdy; (IAar,
XI'~
($, Mqb, ]V) and
(Mqb:) pl. [of pauc.] ,Q.j
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See Supplement.]

